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SANDGLASS AT MARLBORO
SUMMER THEATER INSTITUTE

Intensive Training
in Puppet Theater

U lune 29-July 19, 2003
Marlboro College
Marlboro, Vermont

An intensive three-week
training workshop for
puppeteers, teachers, actors,
directors, designers and
writers who want to expand
their understanding of the
art of the puppet. A method
of manipulation developed
in 18 Years of international

"i bis protrim was like a lantmave intensive. 1 was able lo become jit,ent in tbe 1,1,1,~u,itie workshops. Directed by Eric
01 metaphor necessan to tbe creation of pbysically-based tbealer. 1 was able to test om MY Bass, acclaimed puppet artist.
collaboration, directini, and ensemble skills in an eni'ircitment wbirb enco,traied (Jollege credit is available.
risk-takiniand offered support." -2001 Participant

For more information:
Summer Theater Institute

Marlboro,Vermont ()5344
www.marll,(,rc).edu/sandglass

(80()) 343-()()49

PIN >to bi M:4rlborn St:itt 14/a-VIO
"Erii Bass is kninin all over tbe }rorid today for b,iring brotit~131 pi ppets out of tbeir

if tbey were auiniated witb fbe real breall, of life. 1 .c Courrier , C ,('Ne ?'d

141( }ti) 1,\ Rich:11 il TerminC
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If a tree falls in a forest, do we care...ifno one's there?
If a tree falls, listen. ... Only air, if no one's there.

As my wife and I earn our living from the theatre we cre- Puran Bhatt is a young Rajasthani artist who is carrying on the
ate . we have often had occasion to feel that- particularly kitthputli tradition into which he was born . He actually has toured
where our most original and heartfelt work is concerned- to a number of countries, yet relatively few people have seen
we have been laboring in obscurity. Perhaps you have felt him perform outside his native India (p. 8). Another artist
the same way? born into a tradition, Alfredo Mauceri. is doing his best to keep
It ihn't that we had any illusions that our chosen profession the traditional Sicilian "Opra dei Pupi" alive in Siracusa (p. 10).
offered a clear path to glamour and celebrity, but only the Jiun Yang Li is a young and visionary artist from Taiwan. now
conviction that there were audiences- lots of audiences- ona travel grant which is allowing him to work with New York's
that would really enjoy our work, presenters who would Basil Twist and others: perhaps his work will find a wider audi-
love to have us as part of their season, foundations which ence one day (p. 22).
would gladly fund our delightfully quirky yet insightful There's lots more- companies from the Czech Republic, Chile.
vision . if only they were aware of our existence. and a couple who spent a career battling the East German Min-

istry 01  Culture for their very survival. and only now, at the endonly air, if no one's there. of their long career, have outsiders been able to see their beau-
It occurred to us that there must be lots of other artists and tiful work. There are several book reviews: Ramdas Padhye at-
small companies who find themselves in similar straits- tempts to bring Indian Ventriloquism out of obscurity, while
and not just in the US, but all over the worid. We put out Donald Devet has found a book of annotated fairytales which
the word and. though we didn't get the hundreds of re_ sheds new light on some old chestnuts.
sponses we'd expected by our press deadline (see, that's
the thing about laboring in obscurity- it makes you hard to A man is not a tree.
find), we did learn of an interesting and diverse handful of
artists who you have probably never heard of. but should A tree is not a man.
have . We are here to right that wrong. In this issue of PI A man can move around,
you can read about Tyen Teatr (p. 4), a Moscow-based hus-
band and wife tioupe who actually live in their tiny theatre While a tree can only stand.
so that they can afford to produce the innovative, genre-
defying work they have becorne known for. Indonesian da- Yes  a man can rnove around (or a woman, says Bonnie) and
lang Sukasman breaks all the rules in the ancient wayang with your help, they will. Let us know when, in your travels,
tradition by creating his own genre-- wayang ukur you corne across sonic theatre that should be known more widely.
(p. 12)-- yet the very size of his troupe makes international Don't let thern shout their soliloquies into the wind, like a tree
touring (and therefor recognition) a daunting challenge. falling in some distant, uncaring forest.

'#From "The Dmid Song." WordN (ind Music-
Richard Greene ancl Gu,inar Madsen/ Best of Breed Music, ASCAP, -Andrew Periale

thun the a/blmi Coaster br the Bobs: www.bobs. com.
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Tyen Teatr (The Shadow TheateO
Ilya Epelbaum and Maya I<rasnopolsl<aya, founders

Russ IA
Moscow,
Russia,
Foundedin
1988

The Moscow-based
Shadow Theatre has cre-
ated some of the most ar-
tistically innovative pup-
pet theatre in Russia. In a
New York Times article
dated 31 March 2002. Ilya
Epelbaum said: "This is
not a puppet theater. an
opera theater or a drama theater. It is thea- hind and in front of a giant white. flowing
ter as a way of life, a way of existence. a curtain. the production utilized mainly
way of feeling." He and his wi fe and thea- shadow puppets (xome of which were con-
tre co-founder, Maya Krasnopolskaya. take sumed during the production by being t (}rn
this approach literally. Their side-street, up or even burned) and human silhouettes.
second-floor theatre is also their home: they but also included opera singers and a pianist
live with their children in a room backstage who participated in the action. The opera
and are constantly creating and performing was preceded by a Petrushka show (similar
new work. Despite the fact that the theatre to Punch and Judy) in the theatre foyer: the
is called the Shadow Theatre. their work is Shadow Theatre is one of the few Russian
genre-defying, incorporating opera, live companies to have revived the popular, nine-
acting. visual art, video. and a multitude of teenth-century. hand puppet show.
puppetry styles. Since 1998. their work has wretched

This approach was reflected in their the traditional boundaries of puppetry and
1998 production of"P. Tchaikovsky. Swan live theati-e even fulther. Their latest work
Lake. The Opera." They wrote lyrics to features an invented country, language. and
Tchaikovsky's music. propagating the fab-
ricated idea that a little-known opera had
actually preceded the ballet. Performed be- www.theatre.ru/lilikan
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miniature people. the Lilikans, just four inches high. The family audiences, apiece called "Two Trees is currently per-
perforniances are viewed by audiences of five at a time (six formed. The theatre hopes eventually to have a series of lift
inapinch) through the windows of a miniature opera house. teen-minute performances, each written, directed, or com-
Inside are two thousand tiny spectators, a tiny orchestra. and posed in collaboration with a prominent artist.
a stage upon which a number of productions are perforined. The Shadow Theatre has won several of Russia's pres-
For occasional larger audiences. the pei-forniances are pro- tigious Golden Mask awards in recent years. and has begun
jected on a screen. The theatre performed its own version of to receive international acclaim. The theatre has also performed
Hamlet on this little stage , a production that intentionally con- iii the United States in Vermont , Chicago , and Pittsburgh .
tained very little Hamlet , :md a great deal of Don Giovanni
and The Secigu//, among other works. Thanks to Mikhail Krasnopolsky for providing information

More recently, the theatre has collaborated with a num- on the theatre. For more information in English. see John
berof renowned artists tostage several fifteen-minuteworks Freedman , "Drama at Golden Mask ." The Moscow Times
for the Lilikan Theatre under the title "The Lilikan Museum 29 March 2002: "Fest's Magical Shadow Show."
of Theatrical Ideas." The Moscow director Anatoly Vasilev The Mo.wow Times 5 April 2002: "Total Theater. Starring
staged a version of Moliere ' s 7 /te Misanthr(,pe, Lilikan-style : Puppets ." New York 77,/ ies 31 March 2002 , sec . 2 , p . 7 .
and Tonino Guerra. an italian writer who has authored screen- -Dassia Posnerplays for Fellini, wrote and staged an original work entitled
"Rain after the Deluge ." both are for adult audiences . For is a puppeteer, Ph. D. candidate and

brand new Mom, living in Boston.
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The Naive Theatre
Liberec, Czech Republic
Director: Stanislav Doubrava

Founded in 1949

For several generations. The Naive The- Among the most important and The Naive Theatre is a repertory
atre has enjoyed the reputation of the successful performances of the 1990's theatre with a mature ensemble of ac-
highest possible artistic standards in are four productions by author Iva tors and an interesting group of guest
puppetry . From the beginning . there Perinova: The Headless Knight . Alibaba directors . Some young graduates of di -
have been several artistic directors and and the Forty Thin,es. Alina or Petrin rect\ ng from Prague Theatre Academy-
designers with varied styles of produc- Tower on the Other Side of the World, Alternative Theatre and Puppetry De -
tions . but there was always continuity and The Animal Theatre . They wele partment- get the opportunity to realize
in quality and purpose. The Naive The- staged by directorTomas Dvorak and set their artistic projects with the company.
atre has performed in several interna- designer Ivan Nesveda from Pilzen. us- The artistic managenient encouraees all
tional festivals. but not in the USA. The ing the form of illusions of pure pup- kinds olcreations. with or without pup-
elaborate productions and large com- petry without live actors. The imagina- pets and masks.
pany make touring across the ocean dit- tive design, inventive techniques. and It's past time for more Americans
ficult in this time of lowered subsidies. masterful manipulation make these pro- to experience the work of The Naive

The mission of the Naive Theatre ductions truly magical. Theatre, which is flourishing under the
has been to open up the imagination of The Naive Theatre produces shows artistic direction of Stanislav Doubrava.
the child. In the 1970's. poetic work for for older children and adults as well. In
very young children led to the creation 2002 , Shakespeare ' s The Tempest was by Nancy Lohman Staub
of a festival. Materinka, for the City of directed by Michal Docekal, presently
Liberec . Dedicated primarily to puppet the artistic head of The National The - /Ms. Staub is a former theatre director,
performances forchildren . the semi - an - atre in Prague . and designed by Peti an avid traveler and
nual festival has become international Matiisek , well known for his work with a frequent contributor to P\.

in scope and rertown. Drak Theatre.

www.naivnidivaldo.cz
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Aal<aar Puppet Group

Director: Puran Bhatt

&-LI-rm/ritifimy,J,4:- >j, -'I"" 1-9, New Delhi, India, Founded in 1991
/

74 -61 L ' 7*411f ~L i\ .. 12 mi Puran Bhatt comes from a traditional fam- The A.ikaar Group, founded by
' L- 't ilyof Rajasthanikath/,ittlipuppeteersthat Puran Bhatt in 1991. performs withL L~1~1-. #4~ _1 hasperformed theart ofpuppetry lor hun- rod, strinuand shadow puppets. It pre-

dreds of years. This ancient string pup- sents themes that deal with social
r pet tradition demonstrates how simple awareness such as Aids prevention and

'.+. 5~ techniques can be effective literally in the family planning. The Aakar Group pre-
--1 F

LI» (7 i ~, f ,-  , i: ,..~ hands ofa master. The strings:tie gener- ~ented programs in a number of
\

'...... 1 \ l : ally heldinthehand ortied tothelingers ~choc, Is . atthe Literacy Mission . and
LO AA 1 i of the manipulators. the Ministry of Environment. as well

¥Et After seeing a performance by as on national television
Y.V \V/\J ~ Puran Bhatt at the Smithsonian Institii- The last sentence in Puran Bhatt's

.ikle tion Folklife Festival in 2001. Miguel brochurereads: "The art of the puppet
~ Romero described it as "a rare and im- permeates every aspect of Puran's life

pressive event in my puppet viewing life." until today. from carving the faces of
Unfortunately, few outside of India have the puppets. to making their dresses.

" 1.9, ' 'as '. yet experienced Puran Bhatt's work. al- and breathing life into their bodies.
4

though he has taught and performed in
4.- Germany. France, and Japan. He also I'~

holds workshops in India that atti.ict for- ~ j~ :
 f I.

1, eigners as well as fellow Indians.
--

Puran Bhatt's mission N to carry on .,
. 9,1 I r :£ I 'r 114 *9 t. f '* I

· his heritage. He began his career at the *» ' -1/ P 1- f \:: age of nine. over thirty- five years ago. His /'.» , 9..- 4 .'Ar<' Ft
- J f , brochure states: "Puran inherited the tal- 41 ,<' ,\41~.# Ir r. i

ents of generations of puppeteers because,
1 /4% <.

f r in accordance with tradition , puppeteers
»«*. i y< , i throughout the ages always interniarried.

' I ' ,
* 1 7- The children of Puran's family are .1130

involved in the creation of new types of
puppets as well as in the production of Puran Bhatt truly makes his puppet
new and traditional puppet shows." creations come alive. He overflows

Puran Bhatt is well versed in mod- with energy and artistry. He is defi-
ern as well as traditional puppetry. He has nitely a master puppeteer and is pas-
participated in several productions with sing on his dedication and skill to the
his mentor. Dadi Pudumjee. an interna- other members of his family. The
tionally renowned modern puppeteer of Aakaar Group. and anyone fortunate
New Delhi. Music conceived by Puran enough to meet him.
Bhatt plays an important part iii the per-
formances. Nancy L. Staub

E-mail: Dadi Pudumjee<dadip@vsnl.com>
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is a lively part of the theatre scene (thanks in large part to the work of educator and
artist Mand Bernardo). He continues to call Chile home and frequently returns to
give performances and participate in puppetry events across the country, but often
returns to Argentina in order to maintain professional and educational ties. He
locates the genesis of his interest in puppet performance with an admiration for the
work done in the former Soviet Block countries of Hungary, Poland, and the Czech

as puppets pro-
duced in Russia

Republic, as well

following the sec-

* ~* -'~~ 4-i~ f ond World War.
He professes a
deep personal con-
nection to the
themes ofexisten-
tialism and the
psychological and
aesthetic tech-

The Time Traveller, a table puppet niques developed
in those places at

|TALO history. Carcamo
that moment in

CARCAMO also expresses a
faAcination with
the work of , ~~ i~

ITALO Carcamo is one of a small Tadeusz Kantor.
but steadily growing numberofpro- particularly with fj, 1/,/1,
lific young puppet performers in regard to his di-
Chile. Based in the metropolis of recting style and
Santiago, Carcamo is prii-narily a philosophy of

'f /3, Isolo perforiner, but frequently col- forming perfor-
laborates with other puppeteers. ac- mance groups. ' 1tors, and clowns to create collective Following his ex- 1 11-1 11performance pieces. Many of his periences in Ar-
puppets are figuresintended fc,r per- gentina. he also '<' ; 1
formance on a table top in cafe or has a renewed in-
cabaret settings ("cafe concerts" as terest in the folk-
they are called in Chile). and are loric and poetic
manipulated by rods or direct hands- traditions of Latin The Story of My Life (The Life of Paper)
on contact with the figure. More re- America. in par-
cently. he has begun to add glove and ticular the work of Federico Garcia. Lorca. His own recent dramaturgy and pup-
big mouth puppets to his repertory. pet-building aesthetic have increasingly reflected this interest in his Latin Anteri-
Though Carcamo began his career as can roots. Carcamo's puppet and performance style lean towards a pensive and
a puppeteer without any formal train- melancholy sel f-reflection, with occasional outbursts of whimsy and playful silli-
ing. he has spent much time in Ar- ness. Most of his work is created with an adult audience in mind. but he also
gentina over the last three years. at- pei-i-orms for school children, stating that he believes them to be far more sophisti-
tending various schools of puppetry cated and capable of underctanding complex ideas than mo<t adults believe.
and workshops. Such opportunities
are abundant in the many urban cen- Carolyn D. Roark
ters of that country, where puppetry is a professor of theatre at Oklahoma State University,

a puppet performer, and a generally useful
person...and not necessarily in that order.
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La Compagnia dei Pupari
.. 4 )]]:44 Vacca ro-MauceriABUM't

The company grew first out of the work of Rosario Vaccare
(1911-1984). His much younger brother Alfredo (1924-1995)later
joined him. They exploited the old material of Orlando's madness,
chivalric honor and the battles between Charlemagne's Paladins
and the Saracens. They maintained the traditional forms- costumes,
armor, rigging, etc.- but they also strove to be part of their con-
temporary culture, if an innovation in theatre technology or mate
rials would make a better show for their audience, well, why not

*m *. use it ?

ians ofthe mid-20th century rejected the traditional culture ofwhich

The theater of the brothers Vaccarc, also helped to revive a
tradition which had fallen on hard times- so-called modern Ital-

the "Opra dei Pupi" was a part, as an embarrassing reminder of a
not-so-distant past of backward provincialism and miserable pov-

-- erty. The mythic heroism of the epic story of Orlando Furioso has
- been reborn, and the theater is again populated by students, re-
Brothers Alfredo and Daniel, the searchers and tourists , as well as by modern Sicilians proud to
current generation of pupari reclaim their past .

Though the brothers have passed on, the company is still very
much alive as La Compagnia dei Pupari Vaccaro-Mauceri.When we think of Sicilian mari-

(continued on page 36)onettes- if we think of them at all-
the tendency is to imagine them by Andrew Perialeas a kind of living museum of an -:1"////£~*/
ancient tradition, which enacts the
epic adventures of Charlemagne's immvi.lili 1*S 12 1 *Indeed, it was a belief
knights (chief among them crazy -
Orlando). We think of Palermo, ~r » among some 17th century

scholars that puppetry ar-
perhaps Catania. There is , though , , rived with the Greek coloni-
a theater in Siracusa which is ev- 7 i zation of Sicily, particularly
ery bit as notable in its efforts to Siracusa, which should not
keep alive this ancient tradition. * 1., ~14 be surprising, as we know

the art of marionettes flour-
ished in Greece since at leastwww.pupisiciliani.com/ r '®-

vaccaro mauceri f *« the time of Sophocles.

Company founder Rosario Vaccaro
in the shop with daughter Antonella
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The Theatres Automatiques of Denis Pondruel
A rThe Thdatres Automatiques of Denis l/6" Do0/tr> 5* fla#

Pondrue] stretch the definition of puppet 0 f\1.<r. 20. 0,/541 1 f)* rer,*1,1

theatre. They are large sculptural con- 4 M M Co'· t

structions representing theatrical plots.
"The functioning is auto-regulated, that
is to say each phase is directly condi-
tioned and controlled by the way in which 16-*"7.Wi#
it develops from the preceding phase,"
according to its creator, Denis Pundruel NA,/'1
of Paris. His automata differ from trudi- ~ /AairTU

tional ones iii that they are not destined
to repeat identical movements indefi-
nitely. In the permutations lies the theat-
ricality. It is like a game of che~s as each
move depends on the preceding one. 04 .:4
These automata philosophically negate 94:* * '-''
the idea of a transcendent global destiny, A 64
embracing the concept thal only pro-
gramnied personages exist. The course

designs for Le Cid
of events depends on their encounters.

I saw his first fabulous apparatus.
Le Cid. which retraces the tragedy by
Corneille. Pondruel stated that he uses
known texts as a focal point for the view- e ---ers. In the case of Le Cid. he drew on the L/--£1
first act only. Pondruel described it as a
programmed electro-mechanical system
including lighting and a sound track. The
combination of spoken words and me-
chanical clacking was fascinating and
sometimes frightening. The characters
are represented by parts of the mecha- --
nism and are symbolic rather than repre-
sentational. The sculpture is quite exten-
sive and beautiful in appearance. but the
impact comes from the movement. sound A
and lighting. The true intrigue comes ;

 ~ It}l':111
from the profound philosophical impli-

' 1~Il i , ' 1,44'
cations of the mechanics. , 1. Iwmj

(continued on page 36)

by N a ncy L. Sta u b
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Wayang Ul<ur Group
Artistic Director: Sul<asman Yogyal<arta, Indonesia5-

S. * --1*Sk %**r

Seldom seen outside of Indonesia, the Wayang Ukur group For the UNIMA 2()()0 performance publicity, Marc Hoffman
includes over 4() dancers. puppeteers, musicians and techni- the tour organizer, wrote:
cians. This makes touring difficult. The group combines dance.

In order to keep his unique vision alive through the lastpuppetry, acting, live gamelan orchestra music, and modern
lighting and stage effects. The performances appeal to all ages, thirty yean. Sigit Sukasman has had to be stubborn. resist-

but the sophisticated beauty is appropriate for serious adult ing others' vision of what wayang is and isn't. and the pres-
theatre audiences. sure to conform. The broader public has not heard much

The mission of Wayang Ukur is to develop and expand about him, but among wayang lovers in Indonesia, he is
the art of wayang. The members of the group follow the cir- well-known, a senior artist who has trans formed traditional
tistic director out of devotion to the art and to his idiosyn-

puppets into his own version. Wayang Ukur. Although many
cratic vision, as the complicated productions never generated

people have attempted to develop their own wayang pup-much income. Sukasman is a philosophical visionary, extol-
ling human rights, love, and compassion through his original pets such experiments are usually failures or peter out after

adaptations of traditional stories. a few attempts. Sukasinan has kept on tenaciously, system-
The Wayang Ukur production Sumantri Ngener was pre- alically, enabling him to develop a range of characters so

sented at the UNIMA 2000 Congress in Germany. The ele- that his work deserves to be called an entirely new style.
vated shadow screen was framed in a beautiful multilayered Hopefully. with the new openness in Indonesia, he will now'
set featuring fiberglass elephants that simulated woodcarv-

be able to get the recognition he deserves.
ings. Adalang manipulated Sukasman's original wayang kulit
figures in front of and behind the screen. Dancers appeared
on both sides as well, interrelating with the puppets. The by Nancy L. Staub
gamelan players sat on the stage to the right side of the da-
lang, leaving the center to the dancen. A separate narrator
told the story, a touching variation of the traditional tale.
In Sukasman's version, the king does not turn into a huge.
raving monster who punishes Sumantri. Instead the king an-
nounces. "Determining one's true love is a most private. inti-
mate right and must be respected." The stunning lighting
and special effects, beautiful dance and puppetry. spellbind-
ing music and uplifting story made this a memorable experi-
ence. Several invitations to international festivals resulted
from this presentation.

Email: wayangukur@yahoo.com

photos: B. Pollitt
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p On the Road by Caravan
* S.fs'.

Hansel and Gretel, or Iplayed a would not allow us to continue our en-
little animal. That was my very gagement without the official permis-
first role . Later Little Red sion. We then traveled to Diesden und

'* Ridinghood. h was, with such Fraulein Hartig-- the worker who was
~ children's parts that we began. assigned to us. She told us that my fa-

I was born in the caravan, ther-in-law was too old (he was 48). in-
»  ]1: and that's where 1 grew up. capable of changing, and therefor there

4 Kurt Dombrowsky- 1 was 15 was no sense in his continuing. He sug-
gested giving his license to his daugh-

«9 . years old before I saw my first
ten She didn't want to do that, because

#* marionette show. 1 was unbe-
the daughter. in her opinion. would still

lievably enchanted. 1 wanted be under her father's influence. She didi nothing more than to do sonic-
r ..f thing like that. Up until that mention in passing, though. that she

would give the the permit to Mr.point I was familiar with Pole

Roswitha and Kurt Dombrowsky, 1958 Poppenspeler, which 1 had read . Dombrowsky. So that is how I got hold
of my first license, before 1 even knew

Whenever there was an oppor- how to work the marionettes.
tunity to see a puppet theatre. I

The traditional marionette theatre Kurt woud go there . One day , after a pertor- Which is to say, the right to perform
Dombrowsky is one of the theatres mance , I got to know a young lady who where you wished was tai<en away, and
which survived the cultural/political had also attended the performance , but you had to geta license from the

" cleansings " of the early 1960' s in East whobelonged toanother Marionette the- appropriate institution, in order to
perform at all?

Germany. The theatre (Max Kressig had atre. This woman is still my wife. That
founded it in 1900) was operating for was a stroke of luck. We were happy, KD- It was exactly so. In If)53. the dol-
four decades in Saxony and Thuringen, because we liked each other so much. ing out of licenses became centralized,
thereby keeping not only a very special In this way I became- in very compli- and we got them (or not) from Berlin.
theatre form from demise, but also pre- cated times, to be sure- a puppeteer. The examiner there was Frau Genthe.

serving a way of life which was contrary Lotte Genthe.
How were the times complicated ? After June 17 , ' 53 . 1 used the un -to state prescribed doctrine.

The following is Silvia Brendenal's 2000 KD- In 1951. shorly after I had married certainty which reigned, and took great

interview with Kurt and Roswitha into the puppetry family Kressig. my pains to get a permit for our own the-
new Father-in-law's very way oflife was ater. In the meantime. we had received

Dombrowsky. It was originally pub-
threatened. That was when the so-called our Grandfather's stage. The transition

lished in Das Andere Theater #41 . the
official publication of UNIMA Ger- cleansings began, coupled with orders was seamless. Fourteen days later, I had

to cease and desist, against which we (with Ittendly official greetings) the per-
many, and is reprinted, with permission,

 were able to lodge appeals, though oth- mitin hand, without the authorities ever
in original franslation by A. Periale.

ers could not. having seen a single performance.

When did you start down the artistic He , in fact did lodge an appeal , and RD - 1 am sure that there was a list on
path of being a tradional puppeteer ? had to take an examination , during which was set down who was permitted
Roswitha Dombrowsky- I perform be- which time 1 had my first speaking part to perform and who was not. One need
cause 1 was born into a family of (which w: ~s all 1 could do at that time) only have an old painted prosceniuiii,
tradional puppeteers and I don't know and received a temporary performance and that would suffice to close a theater.
anything else. I've played with mari- permit. Easter '52. we started up again. For that reason. we had our old prosce-
onettes for as long as 1 can remember. When 1-ny permit ian out, he applied to nium cleaned up and a fresh coat 01 paint
As soon as we children were able to see the regional government iii Saxony for laid on. We didn't have the money to by
above the rail, we had to perform. It be- an extension. This, however, he did not new material, but we knew we wouldn't

0et And the Burgernicister of the spotgan with the "bit parts," for example, m - make it through the examination with
where we were engaged as guest artists the old stuIT.
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So it was not until you had the paper- RD- Throughout . we were also per- The struggle for your livelihood was
work in hand that you set off on tour? forming illegally, simply in order to sur- therefore really a struggle for survival

KD - Yeah . after receiving our own per- vive . In places where we had performed and ate up a lot of strength and energy.

formance permit we took off on our first in the last few years. no one asked for RD- We were unflappable, and therefor

tour. Our first engagement was in our license. we were quite busy chasing after these
Burkersdorf. near Freibers. KD- As things loosened up. I renewed papers. But they were also important. be-

my efforts in Karl-Marx-Stadt at get- cause our livelihood depended on them.
But you had not yet cleared the final
hurdle- the wandering caravan theatre tiny a license , I could only get it , By the end of the ' 70' s . things were

continued to be a thorn in the side of though . if' I were a member of the Group somewhat more peaceful . From the mo-

the East German Ministry of Culture. of Professional Puppet Theaters . and I ment when the East German puppeteers
be~yan to remember their tradition, it

KD- In 1962. the Group of Professional could only become a member of the e

Puppet Theaters was founded. Once Group of Profexsional Puppet Theaters occurred to them that we might some-

again they callie up with something on if 1 had a license. Again, therefor, tem- how be a part of it.

which we had not reckoned. Among porary performance permits, again the KD- in 1972 we were invited during a

other things, we were confronted with fees to take the examination. Which I colloquium to perform at the heritage
did not take. because no one would take reception of Karl Stulpner. We mulledthe "wisdom" that it was impossible to

perform marionettes # a duo. We were responsibility for administering it. it over fora longtime, whether or not to
A fter one of the performance per- do it. This was not just a personal mat-therefor stripped of  our license. For quite

a while. then. we performed with a col- m its expired, and we continued per- ten but was about all our colleagues as

league. This was financially very diffi- forming anyway, we were caught by a well. We knew that if this went well, it

cult for two families. We had to travel colleague of the regional council. who would better the lot of all of us. What.
then informed the local council. I was though, if it did noti We were lucky. Allquickly. as our children were already go-

ing to school. There was nothing else to invited to see Frau Jager, who told me in all, it went well. From that moment

do but unload the caravan and see to it that I had bumped up against the East on, our stuation cain-~ed down consider-
German legal system. There was an end ably. What did not change, though. wasthat we found other work.
to it once again. That was in Novem- that every year we still had to obtain the
ber, and December was. naturally, full performance permit. Every year. My last

of contracted shows. license is from 1990."r One of the loopholes (enabling
us to perform ). was to have amateur What sustained you ? How were you

status . Which is to say. 1 let myself able to continually motivate yourselves
toi<eepgoing?

' '* . Flk become employed in the profession
. 4 t= in which I had apprenticed , merely RD- Our audiences loved us . They were

as a forniality, and performed as an happy when we arrived. What was there
amateur theater. In order to get a li- for culture in theKe little towns? Once a
cense, we moved (on paper) to week they had a government film. 1 f the

DObeln. This was in the region of audiences hadn't sustained us so. we

Liepzig, and there licenses were might not have made it through.
more easily obtained.
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KD - It was really remarkable . that while plays which we knew would not be per- A few years ago, you decided to stop
the official assessment of our work was mitted were not written into the program, touring, and moved out of the caravan.

always that it was a pile of manure , the which , in any case . did not stand in the Here in Magdeburg «, with a perfor-
rnance of Genoveva, you said goodbye

public liked our performances. Our way of  our performing them. to your puppeteer friends from all over
shows were always well attended. If they RD- One time , we had a wonderful ex - the world. How does this farewell to
were too full , we would move on . That theater feel ?perience. We performed. althousih it be-
would have meant that we were com - longed to the forbidden plays , The Mill KD- The decision to give this up was
peting with the government film, and in the Black Forest. The very next day. not easy. Thank God my health is so poor
that film had a long arm. The audiences the Licensing Board arrived. During the that we really have to quit. There is sim-
naturally did not understand why we intermission there were teri or twelve ply no other way. Today. we perform
moved on. people who interviewed audience mem- now and then with our children. who
What was daily life like ? Where and bers , asking how they liked our show. have their own stage . Uwe has one of
what did you perform ? and what we had been performing . No the family theater,·. the proscenium of

one- not a single person- mentioned which was painted by Chemnitz. of the
KD- We trod the boards in Saxony.

The Milk they all sensed what was go- Central Theater.
Thut ingen and Eichsfeld. We never ex-

ing on.hausted our repertoire- it was too ex- So, no final good-bye ? The boards of
tensive . Normally, we played three times Roswitha, you were able to live the marionette stage still have you
a week , sometimes afternoons . some- through all this because you liked your under their spell ?
times evenings , and always a different job. Was there a particular character, a RD - Now and then we ' ll play our vari -
production . Afternoons , we would play role that you particularly loved ? ety show. if anybody wants us. So we're
something for the children. evenings RD- 1 liked all the roles which I per- still at it. But going on tour. we just can'tC C

there would be an adult presentation. As formed. No. there was one which I didn't do it any more. The work involved is
an example. we might play like, and that was Geierwally, although simply too hard.
Runti,elstiltzkin in the afternoon. and the audiences always liked her. Maybe
then a folkloric piece in the evening . in it was because of my fury that I played / wish you both many good things to
order to tease out the audience's taste. the old wretch well. come, and thank you for all that I have

learned from you of both theater andOnce we had a feeling for what it was humanity.
they enjoyed, saw how they reacted to And you. Kurt?

things. we would arrange the program KD- My favorite role was Kasper. and
foi- the following evening . The Freiberg it makes sense . That is the figure with *7 'his intervic' n 1 ,"k place at the 2000
audiences . for example , couldn ' t get whom I most identify, I didn ' t much like UNIMA festival in Magdelmig. in what 11 'Y /.S

enoughofcomedies. whereas those who playing Stulpner although l had to per-  Brmerly East Gerniany.

attended in other places preferred the forni him so often. 1 didn't enjoy it,
serious works. In addition to which. we though.
had to have a program which conformed Silvia Brendenal is the artistic director of
to our performance permit . And the Schaubude Puppet Theater, in Berlin.
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Brian Selznicl<
Brool<lyn, New Yorl<

During the past year. Brian Selznick has been turning
heads on the currently very vital New York puppetry
scene. A protdgdof Basil Twist, Selznick served a brief
apprenticeship as a performer in Twist's Sympho,iii
Fantastique and Petritshka. and in Dan Hurlin's The
Shotilder and Everydar UNes for Sielit #3 and #7. But
the award-winning illustrator first began generating a
"buzz" with his own gorgeously crafted puppet projects

E during his time as a member of The Puppet Lab at Arts
at St. Ann's, where lie created two works. The Wild

Hawkins. under the lutelage of Janie Geiser. Dan Hurlin
Queen and more recently The Dinosaurs of Waterholise

and Theodora Skipitares . In January 2003 . 7'he Dino-
saurs Of Water//ouse Hawkinx (based upon his own
Caldecott award-winning book. created with Barbara
Kerley) was featured in Great Small Works' Sixth In-
ternational Toy Theater Festival in New York. and
proved one of the festival's most dazzling successes.

Based on the true story of visionary British xcien
tist Waterhouse Hawkins, this miniature spectacle takes
place almost entirely upon a Victorian desk. Waterhouse
Hawkins built the first life-size sculptures of dinosaurs
in 1854, at a time when almost no one knew what dino-
saurs were or what they might look like. He built his
monsters out of brick and iron and concrete. and al-
though later proven to be partially incorrect. the dino-
saurs still stand in a park in Sydenhani, England. Later
invited to build dinosaurs iii Central Park, Waterhouse
came to America only to have his American creations

photo: R Termine destroyed and buried soinewhere in Central Park, where
they remain to this day. Told 71,1104 entirely through

images that appear in books and cabinets that open by themselves. the performance is scored to the music of
Robert lien.

One reviewer wrote "Selznick doesn't say a word but nevertheless commands attention through his dancing
eyes and magnetic stage presence. Like an expert magician, he leads the audience through the story, miniature
placards or scrolling screens of text adding to the narrative. A live video feed projected on a white screen behind
the puppeteer blows up the action, so it isn't really necessary to use the supplied binoculars to appreciate the fine
detail work that Selznick has put into his miniature designs."

Selznick is a celebrated illustrator of many books for children , including f rindle by Andrew Clements , and
his own stories The Houdini Box and The Boy of a Thousand Faces. among numerous others. Originally from
New Jersey, Sel/nick graduated from the Rhode Island School of Design before emigrating to New York, where

he worked for three years selling books and painting windows at Eeyore's Books for Children. He now lives in
Brooklyn, and is engaged full-time in his various creative projects.

by Norman Frisch

E-mail: Oselznick@aol.com
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Terrapin Theater
Artistic Director: Jessica Wilson

This distantisland of Tasmania. offthe
southern coast of mainland Australia,
has developed into one of that nation's i ..fi 1, 12'llk
hotbeds of innovative puppetry. At the ~
center ofthis thriving performance com- ~
munity is Ten:~pin Theater. =

Terrapin describes its work as "a ~
combination of skilled traditional tech-
niques with a dynamic contemporary ~ .
focus. Productions are developed i
collaboratively by puppeteers. design- 1
ers. writers. directors. composers and i '' ~~'. ,

trainees. Works by Terrapin have incur- „~,-,~ 01 § ' '\15/9
porated a wide variety ot puppetry styles
including shadow' puppetry. black the- I-
atre. object theatre, still walking and =11
mobile intel:~ctive perforniance*. Com- »st, '
mitted to artistic excellence, innovation Terrapin Puppet Theatre's Silent Movie, 1985
and audience enjoyment, Terrapin has
evolved from a small school touring
company into an Australian export success story. In recent "Terrapin's artistic vision is driven by: focusing on highly
years audiences in Hungary. Taiwan, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, visual productions. shaped around strong thematic concepts;
Korea and throughout Australia have experienced Terrapin's exploring contemporary possibilities while maintaining the
visual energy. Terrapin's repertoire includes work commis- strengths oftraditional puppetry, exploring language through
sioned from leading Australian playwrights. group devised artistic collaborations. experimenting with collaborative pro-
productions and adaptations of popular books. From Roald cesses for  the development of new work, exploring the vo-
Dahl's "The BFG." to the erotic "Desires." Terrapin creates cabularies of form. material and style with designers in order
imaginative productions for all ages Thetroupe'sdesignwork- to integrate the functional necessities of puppetry within an
shop and office are located in a magnificent sandstone Geor- overall shared aesthetici prioritizing professional development
gian warehouse at Salamanca Place. a vibrant part of Hobart and training for company artists: and providing a ropertoire

which is home to many of inspirational works for national and international touring."
artists studios. galleries, Upcoming productions include "The Dark at the Top
hhops. cafts and the fa- ofthe Stairs" (April. 2003) and "My Sister's an Alien." from
mous Salamanca Market." Gretel Killeen's irreverent and enormously popular book. In

addition to its performance projects. Terrapin hosts an annual
training program for puppet artists' "Hobart Junction," which
in May 2003 will feature three workshops: Writing for Pup-
petry, Animation Incubator and Animating Light. The the-
ater welcomes contact and exchange with other puppet and

4 experimental theater artists from around the world.

by Norman Frisch
Web: www.terrapin.org.au

Mr. Frisch has directed numerous

The Princess with the Echo , 1985 theatre festivals and currently lives in NYC.
photo collection, Bruce Patterson, Hobart
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The puppet troupe Payaxiteres
(a combination of the Spanish words . **4 012 . 4 =*4 ,

ptlvaso-clown, and titere-puppet)is ~ rip 4..
composed of the husband-wife team
Sergio Herskovits and Elena Zuftiga.
and their adult children (two have
recently left to form their own .'. 4independent puppet company). The ~ 

BERJAMIN VERGARA

group has performed in their home Elena and Sergio, with

country of Chile for over 3() years. C.lk  // a puppet named

Based in the metropolitan center of », .
Santiago, Herskovits and Zuniga 4

have performed together for Inost of 
part of the

~ "Cabaret Abierto"
4their married life. creating puppets b

for both children and adults. Work-
ing with glove puppets. marionettes.
and rod puppets, Payasiteres divides 5

its time between creating educa-
tional material and crafting enter-
tainment-centered performances.
They have produced more than 25 '..
puppet-centered educational videos
in cooperation with the country's
Ministry of Education. focusing on a
variety of topics from public health Herskovits and Zuftiga have participated in more than 20

issues to drug abuse prevention to international puppetry festivals over the course of their
ecological conservation. Hers kovits long career. Most recently, Payasiteres has been working

also wrote scripts for the Chilean on expanding its repertory of adult-centered puppetry.
children ' s television program Patio including a new piece entitled "Triple X." which features

Plum during its run on Canal 13, three individual performance pieces presented as a group .
public television. In addition to Playing with a pornographic connotation in the title. these
performing, Payasiteres also has pieces are bawdy, humorous, and playful. The group also

created a series of workshops and gives frequent public displays in plazas and parks. partici-
seminars intended to introduce pating in the longstanding Latin American tradition of

children to the puppet arts and help street performance. Herskovits indicates that these infor-

them learn to create and use their mal performances en la calle have often been a means of
own puppets. Traveling extensively surviving by art during difficult financial periods.
with their  two-person perforniances, Another recent project of the group is a titere-bus-

a passenger van, that the family is remodeling asa mobile
puppet theatre. Photographs of the van along with updates

~AYASITERES which also includes a detailed history of the group, photo-
on its progress are available on the Payasiteres website.

graphs of Payasiteres in performance. and a summary of
their repertory.www.payasiteres.terra.cl by Carolyn Roark
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HINA 1, *fi ,/4/rjtr 4

Jiun Yang Li r -7. '7. 7
/92 20' fi i' 4 .*84 .4

aa .

4 4- # 4He showed up suddenly at HERE on a
bitterly cold New York night-- a thin. , * .0
stoop shouldered young man in a flimsy r
jacket and an overstuffed, grubby
daypack. He had been given a travel ; 1*
crant from the Asian Cultural Council {~~ 1 *--

4:4to come to the United States and study <4
1,5 - ~ U-puppetry for half a year, all expenses r"n , afw .'~~ I' 5

paid. So here he was, with a letter of -
introduction to Basil Twist. the guiding
light and resident genius of the Dream painting by Jiun Yang Li
Music Puppet Program at HERE.

It was a few days after Christmas, man. Entitled "Gizmo," it was a clut- ferocious concentrated energy and his
'02 and Great Small Works wasincrazed tered assemblage in a rough seemingly cavalier and informal de-
production mode. leading up to the gray, con fined space. like crumbling meanor masks a focused discipline. He
opening of our Toy Theater Festival and concrete. arched over with curved model waM born and grew upin Hualian in the
Exhibition. Only too happy to take a railway track-- sort of across between middle ofthe beautiful and rugged east-
break from the manie work of prepar- an abandoned subway station, ati ern coast of Taiwan. His father was an
ing the exhibition. I sauntered over and alchemist's underground laboratory and artist and intellectual from the Ke mi-
introduced myself. He'+ from Taiwan? an exploding hardware store. Ji,iii Yang nority. He died when Jiun Yang was still
So is my wife. Kuang-Yu. This led to a spent some tiine exploring the rich col- a young boy, leaving behind boxes of
half an hour and more of intense con- lection of flots.im that coated every sur- journals. sketchbooks and photos that
versationinbroken English: demonstra- face and then remarked. "It looks just becameaconstantsourceolinspiration.
lions of several of his traditional hand like my studio!" His mother was a member of a local.
puppets, whose heads he had carved: and Who is Jiun Yang LC Even after indigetious people. who was sold or
a journey through his portfolio. which talking to him for hours. going through given as a young girl to be wedded into
revealed an extraordinary breadth ofin- his portfolio and watching several hours his father's family. Thus embodied in his
terest and style. I led him about the gal- of his videos, it's hard to say. Clearly he very skin and blood were all the tensions
lery where dozens of toy theatre stages is not a traditional Chinese puppeteer. and dichotomies of modern Taiwanese
were in the process of being set up. He nor is he an art student temporarily in- politics and culture. As a child he re-
noted each but he was especially caught fatuated with folk forms. HA gentle. members seeing traditional puppet per-
by a piece by the miniaturist. Jane Free- sel f-depreciating manner hides a truly formances that were part of every local
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religious festival. including hand pup- cratic individuality that goes beyond the upheavals and the social dislocations
pets and the large parade figures that traditional roles and types. When he threatened by the corporate redevelop-
would process on the occasion of Bud- curves a face, he performs the charac- ers, Jiun Yang's response was to harken

dha or Mazu's birthday. ters, learning how they move and be- back to the ancient shamanic roots of
The death of his father, and the have. He becomes so deeply absorbed Chinese puppet performance. The reli-

difficulties caused by his outsider. half- in that character that he begins to take gious ceremonies were meant to tran-
casie status, bred in the young man a on the character's energy in his own face. scend the deep geologic, cultural and po-
fierce self-reliance and a determination lihe'siiiaking an Empetor. hiseyebrows litical faultlinestliatrun beneath the Tai-

to make his way as an artist. He did not will arch imperiously. if he's making a wanese landscape.
receive any formal training. but learned clown, his mouth will twist into a gro- No matter what project garners his

his craft by painting the exuberant deco- tesque, toothy grin. Once. when he was obsessive attention. puppets are never
rations on the roof-~s of Chinese temples carving a bird deity, his mouth had be- far from his mind. If not carving them.
and also painting billboard advertise- come fixed iii a beak-like rictus. When he paints them again and again in the

ments for movies. Unlike most Chinese someone interrupted his work. he found traditional Chinese water and ink style.
puppeteers, who usually begin appien- he couldn't open his mouth to talk. His vigorous brushwork creates a feel-
ticing and studying the craft as children. To date he has carved several hun- ing of life and movement in his painted

Jiun Yang canie to puppetry late in his dred headsand made dozensofwonder- figures. as though they were reluctant
career, and he never learned from any fully expressive hand puppets. Although to sit still on the page. Whether carving.
master. When the urge struck to begin they have been exhibited at the Dao Do painting or manipulating puppets Jiun

creating puppets. he bought traditional Chung Puppet Museum/Theater. his cre- Yang feels his central concern is an ex-

hand puppets, dissected them. re- ations are seldom used on stage. Hebuilt ploration ofthe human spiritual condi-

searched their construction methods and a set ofpuppets to tell the story of Li Ten tion. The puppet is a metaphor for the

then copied them on his own. As a re- Yu. a Robinhood-like rebel and brigand relationship between the divine lorce
suit. while his hand puppets look super- who captured the hearts of the Taiwan- and the physical body. The weakness
ficially like traditional Chinese style ese when they were colonized by the and emptiness at the heart of every hu-
hand puppets. acloserinspection reveal Japaneseinthe late 19thand early 2(Y' man being is the sallie empty void at the
a quirky personality to each one that de- century. But he has yet to find a com- core of a hand puppet. into which the
fies the very rigid formalities ofthe folk pany to work with him on performing controlling spirit slips its fingers. Like

puppet genre. They have an idiosyn- the piece. He once performed a solo pup- the puppet, the puppeteer must have this
pet show, and he was in the middle of empty core. This is the Tao of the pup-
creating a larger show with a company pet. He says he often feels the presence
when a great earthquake struck his home of the gods and demons as he works
city 01 Tai ch u n . i n the light of such tragic shaping them in wood or painting them
destruction. he fell that theater making on paper. fighting battles inside him. But
was selfish and that he needed to find a he can keep carving with a peaceful
way to help people directly. mind. He has never been defeated.

He got a chance to do this when
an enlightened local official in a town by Stephen 1<aplin
near Taipei decided to organize an out- with 1<uang-Yu Fong
door arts festival in order to counter the
development plans of several larize cor- Mr. Kaplin is an alumnus of the

porations. Jiun Yang contributed half a puppetry program at the University of
f .. Fr j,~6 '---- dozen fanciful abstract versions of the Connecticut. He is a frequent con-

traditional religious pageant figures. tributor to Puppetry International .

These were ten-foot tall psychedelic dei - Ms. Fong is a director and performer
1/rk j 45 ties with inimense rainbow hearts , fes- for Chinese Theatre Works.

tooned all over with eyes and ears, ac-
companied by smaller figures, like the*=4 .~4 f i . J 4 lion masks that are featured during New

-aft' t. Years festivities. After the earthquake's
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Gongju Monodram Festival in
by Sha Sha Higby

This fall. 1 arrived at the Seoul airport every year, but if there is ample
late one night, and was, whisked away space they will also give a
for  a two-hour taxi ride into the dark. I chance to any solo groups that - -.-
stayed in a little artist residence by a can come on their own. They
lake. The landscape was dotted with have iii the past been very se-
large sculpted figures. There are several lective about the fact that their
of these private museum residences in artists were Asian with Asian
South Korea, but this was the main one style performance. but now
that had a performance festival linked they wish to open their doors
to it. What had fascinated me about in order to represent other Handpuppets from Japanese performance
Korea was their shamanism. 1 hoped to Mono dramatists. "Mono-dra-
see- or at least catch a glimpse of- what matists" in this case means solo artists. asked everyone to join him as he prayed
it was. There were quite a lot of puppet and for the healing of the Motherland. It was

The next morning, all the artists mask actors from Korea. done so beautifully. with paper puppets
gathered over pickled kimchee and The fc,under  Sim Woo-<ung  is a and straw-bound creatures. Wrapped
salted nori and eggs. 1 could see there shaman-like performer who uses doll- white paper ghosts, married figure-spir-
were many artists from Japan. like figures and the metaphorically sym- its with fruits, were delivered as offer-

The Gongju Asian Monodrama bolic imagery found in shamanistic ritu_ ings. The stage was filled with all kinds
Festival is in its 7th year and in the past als to convey an immensely personal yet of symbols that he pulled out of a suit-
has primarily presented solo artists, pro- strong pc,litical message that is also spiri_ case. While the music soared. our hearts
viding a venue for display and develop- tually uplifting. Sacred music from all felt that this play went beyond Korea and
ment of new work. They also keep a different cultures was used. He ex_ spoke of healing for the whole world.
comprehensive library of those works in pressed the pain and healing of his coun- The festival took place in the cert-
their museum. They jury their artists try and the injustices done to Korea. He tral part of Korea. Because of its loca-

lion, the audiences were primarily
Asians. Annually, only about 10 artistic
groups are represented: there was a mu-
sician from the British Isles. several
Butoh dancers from Japan (the best of
which was Ishide Takuya). Sound artist
Masaaki Takano. and "word theater"
from Korea and Mongolia were repre-
sented. An Indian dancer was scheduled
to perform, but had to cancel at the last
moment. Gregario, an American puppe-
teer with a warm demeanor. lives in Ja-
Pan. He performed to children. There
were three performance venues: a black
box theater for about 100- 150 people,
an outdoor open theater and a grassy spot
in front of their museuni. This last was
where all the traditional performances
weir held. and I would happily have
performed there with its bonfires for
evening performances. The property
also houses a large folk museum of
masks, puppets from around Asia. and a

Sim Woo-sung, festival founder
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Sha Sha Higby

shan-~anistic ritual study center. They had cal-style groups, I was able to meet with live in nearby countries come year after
a few technicians and a translator. Some all kinds of dignitaries and professors year at their own expense in order to
of the support staff were student volun- front the University of Anthropological support the festival. In fact, they also
teers. They all did very well consider- Shamanism. sparked my desire to contribute a show.
ing the vast number of performances The festival provided everything Another artist. Ishide Takuya, and I
presented. promised- round trip airfare (I was the stayed on a few days after the festival

I would say the audience size was first from across the Pacific), very hot was over and donated a performance for
on average 75- 100 for both indoor and and spicy food for all meals (which they the high school children. They asked
outdoor performances. There are always tried to make "unspicy" for us. and questions of all kinds afterwards. For
piles and piles of shoes in the aisle in a which was incredibly delicious). lodg- me, this was the most important part of
Korean theater. because people shed ine and transportation to and from the the engagement.
them to climb into their chairs orjust to airport. They have their own cultural
watch anything . Of course , the tradi - center with a museum and classes in the Ms. Higby is known for her evocative

tional dances attracted larger audiences , performing arts . After I saw that they and haunting performances using the
exquisite and ephemeral body

and there were at least ten groups per- were really a one- family operation , I sculpture she meticulously creates
formine in this style . as well as classi - really wanted to help them . Artists who and moves within.
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Reuiew:
AH! The Hopefu[ Pageantry of BREAD 6
PUPPET by Jerome lipani
A film bY Dee Dee Halleck and Tamar Schumann
Perhaps the scope of this film is best captured by the first AH./ reveals this sense of heroic- even ironic -- inevita-
word of its title, a word that has become as iconic in the the- bility throughout. It becomes absolutely clear that. were the
ater of Peter Schumann as cardboard clouds and humble- issues that are raised in the film to be assimilated deeply in
dragon-slaying- babushkas. As Schumann said in a recent the core of our individual and collective humanity, every-
interview. "Ah is the opposite of all pragmatic thinking. It is thing would change. Everything would change instantly. au-
the most open sound that the human voice can make. It is tomatically, as naturally as taking our next breath. As a piece
stemming from paradise." of spirited political art activism. AH.' clearly intends to be a

Asked about the meaning of hope, hequotes HOlderlin, catalystforsocialandindividual change. Despite some inter-
the early 19th C. German visionary poet. a lifelong inspira- esting imperfections. it succeeds in this.
tion. and his spiritual progenitor: AH.r represents the essence of 200 hours of video docu-

mentation of Bread and Puppet summer events shot from 1990WO fIBER GEFAHR IST through 1998 by DeeDee Halleck with occasional assistance
WACHST DAS RETTEnDE AUCH. from 5 other filmmakers. Edited down to a vital 87 minutes

by Halleck and Tamar Schumann over five years ending lateEnglish might have it as:
this spring. it includes much footage of the Circus and Pag-

YET WHERE DAnGER LIES cant of 1998, the last of that period's gigantic pageants. which
GROWS THRT WHICH SAUES. had an audience of from 3()- 40.00() people. Despite these

epic proportions. or maybe because of them. the camera sUK-
He then points out that Gefithr is the strongest word for rains an easy and warm intimacy of informed and humorousdanger in German. and that really it should be translated as engagement as it records swaths of theater philosophy. re-mortal danger. He said that Ge#thr is the best word to de- hearsals and morning meetings. backstage scene-building.scribe the kind of fear that the Iraqi people have experienced print-making. food preparation and definitive moments of per-

on awaiting the terror of an American invasion. formances, major and minor. Taken together. these scenes
Because of its position in the gun sights of cross-cul- open the viewer's psychic doors and windows to an experien-tural "conflict". H6lderlin's metaphysical concept inhabits an tial understanding of the sweep :ind flow of a dynamic cre-

ironically political position."' It is about life spontaneously ative communality. AH/ depicts the collective creation as the
finding its opportunity through disaster. Polite bourgeois true alternative to the capitalist paradigm -- and to the domi-society is always in need of maintaining denial about this nation of the many by the rapacious few. Many scenes showkind of unseemly opportunistic impulse. "Civilized" people children whose non-ideological spontaneity accounts for muchare not supposed to give in to such base instincts as jackals. tenderness and warnith throuc,hout. And it does thi,< whileeThe idea is so rooted in phenomena ofthe natural world that incorporating clips of varying length from almost 10() per-
it could even be accused of being Darwinian. It iii fact more formances.
accurately or acutely mirrors the (Hindu) Shivaic mystical For all its inherent theatricality. AH.' gives us a purely
concept of the simultaneity of creation and destruction. It is cinematic experience. It avoids beconiing didactic since it
also pure Dada. If hope is something that springs from hope- virtually dancec the meaning of the work it is documenting.lessness. or from nothingness. then a decisive moment has Likeavisual form offreejan. with intuitiveclarityandgrace
arrived, the moment ofthe predominance of intuition. It must transcending its own fabulous discontini,ity. the spirit of Bread
be a pre-cognized thought because "that which saves" is sim- and Puppet arises whole from the chaos of the creative pro-ply dwelling there- growing there- as a precondition. and is cess. By simply (and generously) allowing each moment-simply waiting to be realized. The realization springs to us each person -- to speak in authentic voice. AW actualizes theas naturally as the next breath we take after being hit by the essence of collective creation. Halleck and Schuniann editedshock of imminent annihilation. It has all of the impact of a their material inventively and lyrically. and without sentimenglittering cruise missile that appears out of a darkened sky. tality. Rhythmic editorial precision maintains the urgency of

the political. cultural and spiritual messages of the theater by
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allowing seemingly disconnected fragnient,~ to Circus or Pageant. or how a part that doesn't work can be transformed into
elucidate one another. The mystery of the cre- something that does. We are also frustrated in the question of just how
ative act is left unmarred even as it is revealed. communitarian the direction ultimately is. If the non-ideologically social-

This is archetypally true in the sideshow ist theater is a working example of a visionary society that can exist with-
sequence. where jaunty opening and closing out laws and election campaigns, or a court system, and in which issues
puppet-theater curtains disclose quick-witted that could be utterly divisive (and self-destructive) are somehow modu-
moments of smaller theater pieces. These sin- lated into creative and energizing action, it is of ultimate importance that
gular moments occurred over years. but instead the public be allowed to evaluate its intimate methodology of creation. We
of confusing us as to their meaning. Halleck's need to see how this process works.
and Schumann's edit offers a revelation of pre- The collective creation has undergone a number of operational forms
cise (and funny) philosophical and political under different directors, or actors' collectives, from the Living Theatre.
unity- exploiting the unique ability of filin to for example, tothe Polish Lab Theatre of Grotowski, to many lesser known
realize a meta-theatrical meaning. theaters in many countries throughout the First and Third Worlds since the

The rightness of this approach becomes 1960's. The underlying questions of acute importance concern the particu-
abundantly clear within the documentation of lar methodology of transcendence of the director, or whether a theater can
longer pieces as well, where fugue-like super- do without one entirely. Because of the importance of the experimental
imposition stands in for real-time dramatic tran- and socio-political theater as a microcosm of, or as a projection towards, a
sitions within the works themselves. This tech- future society in which war is abolished, the public must be permitted to
nique creates an art statement of its own, pro- witness an unveiled process of creation. The ultimate relevance of a so--
viding an overview as it reveals the psychol- cialist/spiritual theater depends upon that. The process must be able to be
ogy, logistics, and process of the work. The replicated when successful, and worked on if it doesn't quite make it. In
film is a revolutionary act that shows the cycli- AHA these questions could probably be resolved with the addition of one
cal nature of the creative process in order to or two scenes.
subvert a result-oriented approach to making art. Schumann freely admits to having the final word about what's in, and

An impossibly good humor throughout what's not. He changes his mind from performance to performance of the
even the darkest or most tragic passages con- same piece. And yet he is no dictator. As well as many shots of sub-direc-
tinually refreshes the underlying complexity of tors conducting individual sequences of the larger shows, AH/ does in-
the ideas in the film itself: Humor helps the clude a jump-cut sequence of Schumann doing the director's dance par
viewer to bear the emotionally- shattering nexus excellence. From this sequence , one can glean what he originally meant by
of actual political and ecological threats to ex- dance more than 40 years ago when he started his work as an artist. It is
istence that are the base-line of all Bread and very free, very open, funny, energetic, sensual, showing a through-line be-
Puppet productions, large or sinall. In this way, tween the human being and all other animals, very much in the tradition of
and in many others. AH.' is in consummate union Indian hatha yoga, and other ancient cultures, including those with a less
with the original artistic intention of the pieces formalist approach than was developed in India.
we see. This point of departure allows the frag- It is certainly the case that the records of performance right from the
ments to emerge as if in a fluxus of creative beginning (evident for example in Stefan Brechfs definitive two-volume
agitation . critical study. The Bread ancl Ptippet Theatre. which ends in the mid- 70' s )

show that there has always been a very high level of (controversial) tran-
AH., is almost encyclopedic iii its portrayal

scendence at play throughout the history of Bread and Puppet. In speaking
of the organizational strategies that have about the role of director in the collective creation. we are of necessity
evolved to serve the development and pei for-
mance of the epic communitarian theater that talking about the ability of one person to orchestrate the unique creative

solutions of diverse personalities. It is a gift. In fact, when Schumann was
reached an apogee of scale over the nine years asked about this, he said that actually there was no Bread and Puppet
covered here. It is unfortunate, though, that "method": that sometimes pieces are inspired by friends. sometimes by
there is no footage which shows the bare be-

enemies. even. some emerge almost whole from the head of Zeus, others
ginning of a work in a simple conversation are evolved slowly, or collectively. So. perhaps the clues that do emerge
among two or three persons. expanding to eight throughout the film will have to be enough for now lest we traniple on the
or nine persons. and finally becoming an epic mystery
involving hundreds. Do the ideas come from Amid all its concentration of images, A/// breathes deeply and widely.
only a few persons. or does the entire commu- Iii so doing. it encourages its audience to take a deep breath, also, in culti-
nity contribute? How are the ideas shaped ex- vating its ability to accept and assimilate the complexity of the issues raised
actly'? Who makes what choices. and when'? by the multiple theater pieces shown. Participants ofall ages and levels of
Nor are we privileged to see the ultimate selec-
tion or rejection of the component pieces of the

 skill are given space to express themselves fully as individuals even as the
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philosophical intent of the theater is made explicit. For example. a three- dramatizing the "invisible hand" of commerce
year-old percussionist on improvised gong and cordwood gives gleeful as  a hand made of wire- semitranspatent and
ancestry to a scene in which Peter Schumann appears, accompanying him- yet doininating the onstage scene. Finally. spar-
self on the scratch-violin, and intoning these words, which are superim- ing neither side of the ideological debate. this
posed in B&P linoleum-block style over the images: Persian Miniature of epic political theater wields

humor like a surgeon's scalpel (in the hands ofTHE THInGS an operatic tenor). using the cloudblade of Sur-
THE PICTURES realist and DADAist technique toeviscerate any

Al|D SCULpTURES possibility that either system will prevail.
WHICH fIRE THE IllEAT o~ PUPPETRY, AH.' succeeds as a p.iean to the collective

creation. and as tribute to the emotional andliRE ORDERED BY fl STRA||GE flmBITIOn, 11811|ELY, spiritual acrobatics necessary to the immense
TO PROUIDE THE WORLD WITH An unFRAGmEnTED vvorks which Schumann has created consistently
BrID UnCOnTROLLABLY LARGE PICTURE of ITSELF'. over his career. The philosophical scope was

A PICTURE THAT oflly always grand, but it seemed that in the period
PUPPETRY CAn DRAW; of the early to late 60's, the narrative meaning

of the large-scale puppets was often subsumed
A PICTURE THAT PRAISES AnD within the context of the anti-war demonstra-
ATTACKS fIT THE SmilE TlmE. ticms and other environmental and political ac-

tions in which they appeared. This has givenAnd then:
way, since the Schumann's move to Glover inSCULPTURE IS |1OT EXmPT FRom 1974. to the internal development of an epic

EnimlounRES, non 11|USIC FROm UOLCAnOES, content which has come to define the very
AnD BY THE SnmE TOHEn meaning of that word.

110nE OF THE ARTS IS EximpT FROm POLITICS. Schumann speaks simply of the term as
an act of theater which "makes sense for every-

In one very painterly sequence, a girl with a den-~eanor we might une," as a counterweight "to organized religion
recognize from a portrait by Renoir and wearing a 19th C. style of dress, is which exists outside of everything else. outside

off-centered in the camera's eye, standing next to a deep orange curtain ofthe real lives of people." He refers to ancient
literature as an attempt to advise people abouterected in purposeful and surreal isolation in a field of grass. She plays a

liltingly energized violin, the sound of which carries through the next their lives, which has devolved in modern time 5
several sequences of building and moving a huge puppet made out of wooden into attempts to merely entertain or divert
lathe, which- instead of leading us to a performance- becomes a rainy day people. He wants B&P to lead a resurgence of

the ancient function of the Word. which is alland several sequences of oddly comforting rainy day work. As sun breaks
through clouds, a child splashes delightedly through a puddle. As blue- but forgotten now. Bread and Puppet's heroic
flowered sail drifts across blue sky, we hear a chorus of hallelujahs. It is mythic performances speak the world into be-
the huge "We Are All In The Same Boat" ship of fools which sails through ing, following the folkloric and oral traditions
the same grassy sea in which the sequence began- the unruly openness 01 . of many cultures now extinct. or threatened with

extinction.the field now serving as ironic contrast to the political inequities that threaten
It would seem that Bread and Puppet hasits very existence.

assimilated two great poles of theater-making.As one of the puppeteers stands next to an earthen bread oven, she
On the one hand lies the cathartic function ofsays, in an articulately offhand way, that good theater-making is like mak-

ing good bread! "It's not like Wonderbread- which is all there already. All the Greek tragedy, which always included a
broadly embracing and specific depiction of ex-the answers are not there in our theater. It takes the same amount of hard
tra-worldly power. On the other, the social pu-work to watch it as to make it. When ifs good. you teel like :111 the work
rification theater of Bertolt Blecht: decidedlywas worth it. lf it's not, you wonder, what was that all about?"
irreligious, agnostic. it- not atheistic in its at-One of the few smaller pieces shown in relative completeness. "The

Triumph of Capitalism, "is a grandiloquently miniaturized version of the tempt to arrive at a clear ideological position,
entire history of Capitalism in light of its Marxist critique. The pcrfot-- one based in a cold-eyed analysis of mankind's

all too easy inhumanity, and the resultant injus-mance is located at La Scala Opera house, and features an enot'mous- pup
pet-scaled, that is- stairway that fills the entire toy theater stage. The script tice of modern economic and political systems.
cuts straight to Adam Smith's romanticization of greed as source iii,iteria],
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There are several songs by Brecht in the film, including one nity and agonized scream of the portrayal of ethnic cleansing
delivered with epic strength by a chorus of puppeteers, in andculturalgenocide in the 1998 Pageant, which is shown in
clear testament to the communitarian outlook of Bread and great detail. and which concludes the film.
Puppet. iii which the chorus goes: Short clips of Pageants from 1990-1997 help build the

monientum. Documenting a tradition that began in 1992,
onE ITIAn cilnnoT RESCUE AnY when the entire public was invited to partake in the event as
BuT Inmly cnn RESCUE mnny actors, AH/ shows the post-Circus rehearsal prior to the 1998
FOR IT's All OR nOTHInG event. Hundreds participated. Superbly paced in classic Greek

nonE OR EuERYOnE. tragic grandeur, yet free of hubris, unfolding slowly, yet with
an internal vigor always evident, the Saturday performance

In a recent interview, Schumann said: "Brecht's advice partook of a mystical profundity that may be unsurpassed in
gives real substance to people. His sense-making is like cold theater history. It seemed that day that the Pageant was the
water. which awakens people forcibly from their own willful collective waking dream of its public, in-taginatively lit by
denial of the true condition that they are living. This is nec- the great natural forces of the universe, as if in reflection of
essary because people fail to see that the disconnect between the Tibetan Buddhist concept of the One Mind. A certain
themselves and nature is the basis for politics." inexplicable transparency and transference between audience

What is of warming importance in Bread and Puppet is and actors took place. The huge crowd was silent, breathing
that the theater's dynamic working cohesion and anti-neu- the sunset. No one had to ask any questions as to the mean-
rotic integration of earth, sky, and human hand is limited nei- ing of specific symbols.
ther to the Schumann family nor to a particular production. AH., succeeds only partially in its attempt to capture the
The "Bread" sequence is virtually Tolstoyan (in relation to spatial and spiritual immensity of that performance. 1 doubt
his ideas about education, breaking through class barriers, whether 10 cameras shooting simultaneously from the ground
the mysticism of assimilation with the land, and the deft blend- and the air could replace any actively engaged member of the
ing of fiction with historical fact) in its depiction of the ex- public. The Bread and Puppet Pageants are unique in the
tended family of puppeteers at harvest. In fact. maybe it is annals of world theater. They are environmental in outreach
just this radical break with nuclear family exclusivity that and in intention, operatic works whose impact depends so
propels the sense ofjoyous freedom and generally infectious much on the landscape from which they emerge and into which
enthusiasm that is evident throughout the film. they seemingly merge with the psyche of the spectator.

AH.' brings us inexorably to the Circus, the comic in- At twilight, the immense chorus sings words of Brecht
troduction and preparation for the archetypal imagery of the set to the chorale of the St. Matthew Passion while erecting
Pageant to come. The film seeks to illuminate the humanistic the words themselves on a huge wooden scaffold. This ex-
spirit that is responsible for the size of the puppets, for the treme moment- 20th C. existential objectivity merged with
absolute need to create spectacle of such large scale, and for Bach's sublime reach- is achingly appropriate in the context
the daring attempt to incarnate the power and vision of ar- of this Pageant. The verses say, in part:
chetypal ideas. The scale of Circus and Pageant is at once
deeply vulnerable and heroic. This dual quality reflects the THE GRERT |nDUSTRIAL CAPTAInS
intensity of its desire to inspire a politically potent spiritual 1|EED YOU FOR THEIR unsT Plfill
energy. There is a seeking for a kind of indomitable univer- YOU HAUE [|OT BEEn FORGOTTEn
sality. a dogma-transcendent impulse via direct connection THEY WAnT you, LITTLE mAn.
to a warming and primal interconnectedness with all life! The
ephemerality- and power-of this mere "vision" is all we have HE WHO DEUISED nEW CROSSES
in our personal and collective struggle against infamy. be- On WORMInG mEn TO LBY
trayal. greed, wage slavery, xenophobia, corporate hegemony. HE'll FinD A WAY TO BUTCHERmilitarism, and narcissism, finally! It is the power of this
desire, and its potential realization in the collective political You, Too, somE sunny DAY.
action of the present moment. and of the future political ac- When the great Mother Earth figure, peopled by hun-
lions which it will inspire. that hurls the audience to its feet dreds, comes in solemn procession over the hill and sets fire
with total abandon at the entrance of the Circus. AH.f shows with its torch to this brutal icon of political sado-masochism,
that the Circus doesn't let anyone down. it is as iflo illuminate the words of the Dalai-Lama: "Hope is

Lingering memories of the rollicking afternoon slap- built upon hope."
stick of the Circus create violent contrast to the sunset solem- That night, in the campground. some five hours after

the conclusion of this performance, two young drunks got
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into a fight. One of them was pushed backward and cracked *Rather than something which comes to us passively through
his skull on a stone by their campfire. dying not long after of the received wisdom of religious dogina. HOiderlin redefined
a cerebral hemorrhage. This event ofgratuitous violence be- hope as an active principle. an instinctual re flex emerging from
came the definitive moment for a parallel ten-year develop- mortal threat. and free from any established religion. As it
ment to the Domestic Resurrection Circus weekend. in which Cuts through our conditioned beliel in hierarchical power struc-
increasing thousands of campers inundated the tiny town of tures. as expressed pervasively. if subliminally. through orga-
Glover. VT with drugs and alcohol. Often their revels had nized religion. politics. and economic privilege. it is certainly
very little to do with the events which had become a pretext not less of a mystical truth. In fact, this idea refreshes self-
for their presence. Apparently, the campers were often un- reliance and confidence in one's own perception, which is es-
aware of the theater which was happening uphill from where sential to any creative experience. It seems more closely re-
many of them were partying. It had developed over ten yeai 3 lated to the Buddhist or Hindu yogic principle of the illusion-
that too marry came to exploit the crowd-gathering power of ist nature of what we take for reality. than to the generally
the theater. using the intense creative energy of the puppe- unquestioning idea of reality so passively accepted in the West.
teers for a commercial revel of their own. What instantly be- /1//l THE HOPEFUL PAGEAnTRY OF BREAD 6 PUPPETcame known as "the murder" became the reason toi- ending

is available by contacting:the internationally renowned Bread and Puppet weekend.
Thus, the scale of the performances documented in A H.' The Bread & Puppet Fihii Project. Box 89, Willow NY 12495

is of historic significance, partly because the film could be dhalleck@weber.ticxd.edu (845) 679-2756

the ultimate record of theater events which may never again Jerome Lipani is a multi -media agent-provocateur whose
approach the immensity shown here . Iii reflection of an en- career has been largely devoted to collective, non-violent,
during commitment to nonviolence . and in acknowledgment guerrilla art activism around critical environmental causes.
of the fact that its public had become more and more unman - He is currently helping to develop an artist-collective/
ageable , the decision was made that August to end Our Do - interactive website called WarAgainstWar.

mestic Resurrection Circus. Later in the year, an entirely new
concept emerged. which includes smaller-scale performances

Tears of Joy Theatre and Mark Levenson Present
throughout a summer season. The work continues. having
gained intensity and breadth of meaning in part. no doubt.
through having made this painful and difficult decision.

J We
7knorids
¥ 7/ (The Dybbuk)

The UNIMA-USA Citation-Winning Production!

I ./

off." - The Oregonian
"Gutsy_ remarkable. striking. Tears of Joy pulls it

"Proves that puppet theater isn't just for kids
anymore ." - Willamette WeekOWL GLASS "Superb, dramatic... the production explores the

~3 www. puppetspuppets .com 421[i*a - The Downtowner
PUPPETRY CENTER: A thoughts that are often hidden from words."

"A completely fresh and accessible interpretation of
the most classic piece of Jewish theatre."

- Laurie Rogoway, Jewish Federation
'Most successful_ an excellent use of puppet

theatre imagery.'
- George Latshaw, Puppetry Journal319 No. Calhoun, West Liberty, IA 52776

owlglass@avalon.net Available on Tour Starting 2003
For Information, Contact:

Janet Bradley, Tears of Joy Theatre
503-248-0557; janet@tojt.corn

Come to n pince where love connor die.
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|NNERVOICE
- z World of Ventriloquism in

4 - *'I,»--~ "*~2~ India and Abroad

Ramdas Padhye. Dimple Publication. 2002, India.

88 pp. $8.
www.vpuppets.com

Ramdas and Aparna Padhye with historic vent figures and masks

Raindas Padhyel hmm- VO£ce may he The section on the history of ven - Clearly. Mr. Padhye has been in-
overly ambitious in scope given its lim- triloquism in India was also interesting, volved in all sorts of interesting stage
ited page count. but it should be of in- though brief- the art form has had only productions. as well as film and video
terest to fans of the history of ventrilo- a handful of practitioners in modern work. He has employed a variety of pup-

quism and, perhaps to a lesser extent. times. Padhye's thumbnail sketches of petry techniques: bunraku, Chinese
researchers in the field ofAsian theatre. other ventriloquists. mostly Americans, Double, black light, half-body hu-

What I found especially intriguing isoilessinterest, Iwouldthink, to West- manettes and so on. Judging by the pho-

was Padhye's opening "soliloque," in ern readers who would already be ac- tos. he has also met many interesting

which he refers to "Aakasvani"- the quainted with most of them as pop-cul- people over the course of his 30 year

"voice from the sky." There are many ture icons (Edgar Bergen, Paul Winchell, career: Indira Gandhi, President Giri,
instances in Hindu mythology when Shari Lewis. and so on). indian film star Amitabh Bachchan, and
voices appeared to emanate from trees, Sections on ventriloquial sound American rents Ronn Lucas and Jeff

animals and soon. These divine voices production and dummy handling give Dunham. to name a few. Expanding
proved important in directing the affairs some insights into Mr. Padhye's particu- these sections would. 1 feel. make this a
of humans. Was this a sort of "divine lar method and techniques. He places a more valuable and interesting volume.

ventriloquism." or an illusion created by greater emphasis on breath than we find Nonetheless, this is a very different and
priests gifted in the art'? This puts a new in Edgar Bergen's primer, for instance, distinct voice, and I imagine that those

light on certain types of prophecy and though I'm not sure this book adds much devoted to the art form will want to add
miracles, and might deserve the atten- to the literature already available. this to their collections.
tion of scholars. review by Andrew Periale

D- Als
4, 44 * '

.

416··' h
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The Ralph Chesst's reflections on his life as an and psychology, Eugene O 'Neill ' s Emperor
American puppeteer are an amazingly rich hmes. Ches, 6 ' s choice of material for his
resource for those interested in the history 11-lationette productions continued in this

Evolution of puppettheaterin America . Chess€slong wonderfully classic rein with Macbeth.
career touches on many of the most impor- Molidre ' s Dcm Juan. Humperdinck ' s opera
tam aspects of United States puppetry : from Hansel und Gretel. Gilbert and Sullivan ' s

of An the 1920's. when the idealism of the Little The Mikado, an adaptation of Wagner's
Theater Movement had inspired scores of Sieg/kied ( ! !), and numerous other dramas
Americans to attempt puppet theater as art, und stories, certainly establishing Chesst'sAmerican notsimply business; tothe 1950's, when tele- Marionette Guild, and San Francisco in
vision inspired new inethods and contexts general. as the Weht Coast center of inno-
for puppetry. :ind finally tothe 1970'$,when vative and challenging puppet theater.Puppetee r Chesst returns to his original in,piration to The Depression brought an abrupt
make serious drama with marionettes. end to Chess€s puppet art theater, but. in

The Chess/'s high aspirations for puppetry the form of the Federal Theater Project.
are ultimately founded on the similarly lofty offered him a way to continue his work. if
goals that Edward Gordon Craig articulated in a decidedly different manner. As the FTP

Marionette in the early twentieth century . Epigraphs Supervisor of Puppetry for the State of
by Craig grace each of Ches>,6's sixteen California, Chessd put scores of unem-
chapters, reminder>, of the unlimited poten- ployed to work, most of whom, he writes.Actor tial both Craig and ChessE saw in the pup - were unskilled in puppetry . Despite the
pet theater. Born in New Orleans. Chessd challenge of working with neophyte pup-

by Ralph was an aspiring art student who loved the peteers, ChessE mounted a variety of am-
Shakespeare performances by Robert bitious productions, including works by
Mantell that he witnessed as a child, but it Chekhov, O'Neill, and Shakespeare, but

Chesse wasn't until he met Blanding Sloan in San also more accessible and widely popular
Francisco , in 1924, that he started to con - works such as Snow White and the Seven
ceive of a puppet theater capable of perform - Dwart, and Rip Van Winkle. which . to -69 pp. Fairfax: ing great works of drama. During a brief gether with a marionette variety show. were

University Press of stint in New York, popular hits at the 1938 Golden Gate In-
America, 1987 Chessd worked with ternational Exposition in San Francisco.

Aline Bernstein at the However, a conservative Congress teri-ni-
dynamically innovative nated the Federal Theater Project in 1939,
Neighborhood Play- and Ches>,d was once more challenged to

" house, and also got to respond to the times.
know Remo Bul-ano, a The next chapter in Chesst's work be-:3, 65,4 95. gifted puppet artist. gan after World War Two. when he pitched
whose goals for the form a television puppet show for ABC. Willie
are equally high . and the Baron . Chessd became very suc -

. Returning to San cessful in this new performance medium
Francisco (with his new as well, making numerous commercials,
wife, Jo), Chesse recon- and eventually coming to develop a

4% + nected with Blanding buniblebee character named Brother Buzz4 1.

4 *

-4*:h. b Sloan, and began to de- ax the centerpiece of a weekly fifteen-
sign, sculpt, and direct minute children'K television program spon-

I: marionette shows, start- sored by the Latham Foundation for the
ing with Ham/et. but Promotion of Humane Education. Chessd
then continuing with a once more rose to the occasion. creating
radically new expres- scores of new puppet creatures for the
sionist play about race particular requirements of the television

t, 4 ' camera. But he also chafed at the Latham
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RALMICHIESSE FSAA
MA~IONETTEt 111

INFLIOR JOKE;
TUIECIAY W[vN[ft/Y NIGHTS IDE{.9tAIO aWEI,NESDAY MA~INEE N8I

T~AVERS *THEATRE
WA•In.IONT HOTEW
€AlaFORNU IT INTRANCE aliiiiiiiiilliilllmllil*
THKEIT AT THE THEATRE OR AT SHERMAN CLAY

All SEATS $100 PWN DAYENPORT 4241

Foundation's control of the content even there. Chessds puppets have a Towards the end of his career.

of Brother Bic:. and the neceshity wonderful artistic integrity). In this Chessd returned to the world of art-

of creating new animal characters trajectory we can see the give and take theater puppetry. producing the de
every week . However, Chessds between the two main strands of Falla opera Master Peter 's P [{ppet

Bmther Bit::show continued for fif- American puppet theater: kids televi- Show (which his old colleague

teen years. sion shows and the elusive challenge Bufano had done in the twenties).

The extensive photographs . of puppet theater as serious art form . and- back to the master- Macbeth.
poster reproductions. and sketches The Marionette Actor \A not a
which Chess/'s book includes are new book. but it's such a worthwhile

quite malvelous. but for this puppe- contribution to our under xLanding of
teer it'x startling to see Chessds dy- puppet history that I wanted to re-

namic early designs for his Shake- view it here. Chess6 was at the cen-

speare and O'Neill productions give tel- of the creation of modern puppet

way to the television cutene>,>, ofthe theater, and it is fascinating to get a
Brother Bum puppetf (.ilthough sense of what he was thinking about .

and what he was doing.

1
review by John Bell
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««~4'·St<.~Tz::.~i- 1»# The Annotated Classic
Fairy Talesf:j. ~:-114 : 4< u u,:.r::14.1

146.Y'.. .f % 5\0 Edited by Maria Tatar
\ 1., t*.4 1 W. W. Norton 8< Company, 2002

. 'A' 1 '.:.4. 36 /3\4ft i.\ . I

Ii- by greed, deception and cruelty. They are neither clever nor
re4ourceful nor quick-witted In tact, Rumpeb,tilbkin proves
to be the most compassionate of the lot. In the end he demon-
htrates humanity by allowing the miller's daughter a chance

.. " . . I

I ' to get out of her verbal contract to him- the exchange of the
firstborn child for hpinning straw into gold

And here'% another interesting tidbit a%ociated with
irrs'tr . Rimipcht//8km the story is best known in culture0 that de-

pend on ,pinning to make theirgarments Spinning is not JuSt
a utilitarian method of producing cioth but .1150 the breeding
ground fur the "spinning of yarrK The tedium of ~pinning

At first glance, 26 stories doe,~n't seem to be a encourages storytelling as a way of pah',ing tlme Dome,,tic
very comprehensive collection of the world's most famouf labor can be turned into golden tales, that's why a 4pinning
fairy tales. Hundreds of storie0 from all part% ot the world wheel K vrdble in many ofthe illu~trations in the ' Scene4 of
aren't included in this lavish publication But after brow~ing Storytelling ~ection of thr, book These colorful reproduc-
through the helected titles and assorted biographie~ ofauthors. tions of paintings and line drawings repre$ent the best of cia,r
collector0 and illustrators. I concluded that Maria Tatar has sic children\, literature illi,$tratorf- Maxfield Parr14h, George
performed an admirable Job of zeroing mon the most famou4 Cruikshank, Walter Crane. Gustave Dord, Arthur Rackham
and most told tales in we4tern culture from Germany, France, and more The„e viiualx alone can lead the way to a freAh
England. Denmark and Rusva. visual interpretation of your next production And while were

I've been waiting a long time for Just $uch a book Other examining illu4tration~ from children's hterature. let me also
annotated versions of children ' 4 0torte „ are available by the recommend another book . A Treautir of the Great Clitldren '\
same publi ,her- The Wi:ard of0:, Alice in Wonderland, Huc k- Book IlluNtrato, s C Abradale Press , 1983 ) This isanothercom-
leberry Fmn- but thi $ isthe first book tocoverawide range prehensive collection of 1311 ! uvratorf ' work that canget your
of folk tales that have evolved from an oral tradition. tale~ de.ign wheel~ turning
that are readily available tor adaptation by fledgling and sea- AA puppeteet-4, we turn to illu~,tration>, and Atorte~ as,
soned professional puppeteen alike What better place to aAource forour 4torytelling for $everal rea~on0- ourownchild-
itart researching your next show'i Say you want to do a pro- hood memorie4 ofenchantment. our practical conhideration4
duction of Rumpelstilt>, kin. as Drew Allison ofGrey Seal Pup- of picking a -well known title- to hell to potential 0pon~or4 ,
peth and I did ,ome 27 year< ago What a great re~ource thi4 and the comfort 01 knowing that, should we choo,,e one of
book would have been back then when 40 little wa% available these old stone4. we will ,afely tread ori
to guide us in a fre,h approach to this Grimm tale fir,,t pub- royalty free ground No publi~her or au- F - ..-1-1~ ---
lished in 1857. thor 1% going to hunt us down demanding ~ i

If we had had this book in hand back then. we would payment. At the ~anie time. we are trav- ~ 1
have learned that Rumpel.0/ilt,kin goe$ by many names- eling through territory that hah been well 1 1
Titeliture. Purzinigele. Bat,ibinh. Panzimanziand Whuppity trodden. For goodne% ~akex. how many ~ ,.,I", f

Stoorie We could have had a field day with the name~ alone times ha4 Ci,idere//a been performed as / f>"f ~ ,
Mana Tatar provides an informative introduction to each of a puppet show'? What could po~bly be /

-I

the 26 tales that reveals all kinds ofjuicy fact~ like th,4. Along done differently to make this $tory feel , A ' ™*" ' , F /
with providing loads of trivia, she al,0 givef valuable hint,4 new not only to your audience but alw ~ 2£-04

I =on the Atorte$' moral, and character-$' motivations. Accord- tc,you'i Well. by reading Man:i Tatar'h 2 D 4
ing to Tatar, Rumpelstiltskin is filled with characters driven book . you might find that tre ,,h edge ~

.~4 1
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on a seemingly stale tale. By examining the original ver-
sions of some of these not so genteel tales- full of murder.
mutilation and cruel stepmothers- you might find the key to The leading supplier of Puppet Books to

telling an old story with a new bent. Consider reading this Puppeteers and Puppet Centers Worldwide
book as doing your homework. What respectable puppeteer ihiA
would go out and rent a tape of Disney's Cinderella and call 1/T 1/.M \
that research? Puppet Books

Even though this book has the word "annotations" from Ray DaSilva
prominently displayed in the title. the annotations themselves

63 Kennedy Road, Bicester =SC>' U
do not take center stage. They rest adjacent to the text in a

Oxfordshire OX26 2BE U.K. ~
subtle shade of purple. In fact, the whole book is laid out
with generously wide, light tan pages and plenty of breath- ATi extensive puppet archive of books on puppets, marie,nettes,

ing room between text and illustrations. This book's a beauty 3hadow puppets and model theatre and puppet theatre de*ign and

and should be in your library. animation in all its forms. Ray stocks the most varied and
extensive collection of puppet books for sale, both new and used.

The only quibble I could possibly raise is Tatar's
inclusion of a few obscure stories- Molly Whuppie and Kate Website: www. puppetbooks.co.uk
Crackernuts. These seem to be eclectic selections on the Email: Dasilva@puppetbooks.co.uk
part of the editor. Still, after reading these. I could see how
a resourceful puppeteer might find them let-tile ground for Phone: 44 (0)1869 245 793
adaptation. Don't tell anyone about these stories. I want them Fax: 44 (0)1869 245 793
all for my own.

review by Donald Devet

Dear Readers:
If you enjoy Puppetry International magazine , you might be interested in

the web site for UNIMA-USA. Go to: www.unima-usa.org

UNIMA-USA
1404 Spring St. NW, Atlanta, GA 30309 <unima@mindspring.com C _/

~ The Language of the Puppet _~

~~~ This landmark book brings together 19 top puppetry performers, artists and
&,11~ scholars from three continents, and is full of beautiful pictures.

$12.45 per copy
(includes shipping in U. S.) ,~'HE WINNERS

LIRCLE
1.- I

THE CENTER FOR PUPPETRY ARTS has published a charming g.+ „Lf»  _ I - 11 -·=tn . -hi

and informative catalog for their exhibit featuring work from i;.4 _ -i ' . //we
UNIMA Citation-winning productions 

1 4, 7/% M Diwt'lliti]4 al ,/ r :5:. 17/# fj 14 , 2A complete list of winners by year is included. 89.95
,

(98.95 for citation winners} includes postage.
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to properly credjt the
~ We apologise for neglecting

9'41<L~0#w--;21-~>\'7& 1011(,wing artist*inp/#12:

C

91'Villl~ 5
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(continued from p. 10)

Joan Marcus, for the photo of
La Pulcina on page 10

Alfredo Vaccaro ' s grandson ( and namesake ) Alfredo Mauceri and his Susan J. Vitucci, for the
younger brother Daniel have brought the company into the new millen - illustration in the same jmage
nium. While the company Vaccaro-Mauceri maintains a puppetry museum
dedicated to the meniory of the Brothers Vaccaro. the performing company
is anything but a museum. They perform often, both in Siracusa and else-
where iii Italy, providing as before, a bridge between the epical past and a
hopeful future.

Thanks to Alfredo Mauceri for permission to use the photos from his book
1 Fratelli Vaccaro: un sogno chiamato "Opra dei Pill,1 55* i."10,-

, 4"t"lZ----I...Ill

2001© kjkphoto.com
for the photo of Red Beads
on page 34

SUMMER PUPPET THEATER COURSE AT NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
MAY 27-JUNE 20,2003.

Study performance, construction, history, and theory of puppet theater at New York University in a
four-week course, "Performing Objects: Practicum," taught by Dr. John Bell, puppeteer with Great
Small Works and Bread and Puppet Theater, and Assistant Professor of Performing Arts at
Emerson College; and Erik Blanc, puppeteer and founder of Live Puppetry Progressive.
Workshop performance sessions focused on: found objects, bunraku theater, and toy theater; as
well as lectures and discussions of the history and theory of these and other puppet theater forms.

Guest speakers and studio visits. College credit available. www.nyu.edu/
summer/courses/tischdrama.nyu; or contact John Bell at 617/824-8364 or

DEM'RIPTION Dt CY<'1.6. _»_ s john_bell@emerson.edu.
~11*

"*il
 .  f i,ir, 4,M
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Qi-*. -* (continued from p. 11 )

Pondruel expressed his priority: to explore metamorphosis. His T/ustitres
rn ~ e Automatique, Le Cid, truly has the power to transform and transfix its viewers.

After receiving a diploma :is an engineer in 1973. Denis Pondruel became a
prote,sor of iii.ithematich. In 1978 he began to create mechanical sculptures.

. His large Theatres Automatiques i ncluding Le Cid. Othello. and Romeo and
Juliet. as well as little automata. have been shown iii prestigious theatres. mu-
seums and galleries in Europe . He has been praised as un illgenicur ijlgejliett
(ingenious engineer).0-1 ' trus-Z,--

692 from Pondruel's Le Cid
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The Cotsen Center
for Puppetryla

and the ArtsI *

A laboratory for training and
experimentation in the art of
puppet theatre

Janie Geiser, Director

1 i
fl = Cal Arts School of Theatre

Susan Solt, Dean

Visiting Artists
have included:

Lee Breuer

graduate and
Pablo Cuetoundergraduate

study available Jane Henson

Dan Hurlin

Ken Jacobs

Jennifer Miller

Zaven Pard

Roman Paska

Larry Reed

Michael Sommers
Cal Arts' 60 acre campus is located 27 miles north of Los Angeles
24700 McBean Parkway, Valencia, CA 91355 Mark Sussman
For admission: 800-292-2787 (in CA) 800-545-2787 (out of state)
e-mail: admiss@calarts.edu Website: www.calarts.edu Paul Zaloom



- - JIM HENSON FOUNDATION
Congratulations to the 2002
Jim Henson Foundation Grant Recipients!

PRO.JECT GRAN73

Lee Bryan - That Puppet Guy

CT~erfl~ Puppetry Arts
Dinosaurs

Chinese Theatre Works
Journey to the West

The Cosmic Bicycle Theatre tf,4 .1~ 1 k
The Crazy Locomotive

»

Figures of Speech Theatre 1 F.

Everest: The Human Face Bari Gongj u
by Mother Puppet Theater

In the Heart of the Beast
Queen Nanny, Queen Nanny!

Lone Wolf Tribe Skysaver Productions
Animal Helen

Lunatique Fantastique Tears of Joy Theatre
Executive Order 9066 The Day of the Dead

The Paul Mesner Puppets Blair Thomas & Cornpany
Chupacabra The Ox-herder Tale

Wendy Morton Hanne Tierney
1 Demand to Know Man, the Flower of all Flesh

Sandglass Theater Top Shows
The Child Behind the Mirror Madison's Descent

ShadowLight Productions Christopher Williams
In Search of Karagoz Virgo Genitrix

2002 Grant Review Board: Cheryl Henson, Jane Henson, Allelu Kurten, Louis Borodinsky, Leslee Asch,
Heather Henson, Mark Levenson, Marty Robinson, Nancy Staub, Richard Termine, Caroly Wilcox
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2003 GRANTING CYCLE'

The Foundation awards grants at

the end of each year for the creation
and development of innovative and
conternporary work for adult and
family audiences. The deadline for

rra7 letters of intent is June 2,2003.
- Guidelines are available at

www.hensonfoundation.org.
The Bacon/Mingus Triptych

To receive guidelines by mail,by Eric Novak
contact us at.

584 Broadway, Suite 1007

New York, NY 10012
3 Legged Race
Quicksilver Phone 212 . 680 . 1400

Carlo Adinolfi Fax 212.680.1401
L'Ornitotero Email info@hensonfoundation . org

Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs
Dreams from an Upside Down Man

Erin Eagar
The Savage Nursery

Scott Hitz
Ursa Major: The Voice of the Bear

LOCO 7
Yurupari

Mother Puppet Theater
Bari Gongju
Eric Novak
The Bacon/Mingus Triptych

Pamella O'Connor
The Anatomy of Melancholy

Other Hand Productions The Savage Nursery
On the Seashore by Erin Eagar

Saw Theater A-,1/lwrin,· (ire,·i„

Patient

Ed Woodham
Useful Tables
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Sunhild Edith Hampson
July 2-9,1914- November 17, 2002

Sunhild was trained in puppet theatre by In 1962, Sunhild and Charles ar-
the Hohnsteiners Puppensiele. Max w /,, '- rived in Honolulu. Hawaii (with a pe-
Jacob (1888-1967)and Friedrich Arndt. riodin Seattle. Washington in 1965-66).
She told us she had been refused admit- Sunhild loved Hawaii. She and Charles
tance to the troupe many times. as they  0 p/ performed shows for schools, the State
did not want to deal with women. She \ Library System, and so on. After
persisted. though, and they succumbed. Charles's death in 1990, Sunhild cut
She enhanced her carving skills with * ' ' back on performing. lii her youth. she
them. These were skills she had learned had been taught to perform as part of an

1*
in the mountains ofAustriacarving little ' ensemble. Although she did do some
people and animals to be sold by the bas- „, , small private performances for hospital
ketful in order to make money. Her *I %f 4 patients. she never performed with hand
handpuppets were al carved and cos- puppets again. Charles had always
lumed in the Hohnstei ne rs style. played "Punch" for their performances
Philpott, in Dic tionary ofpltppetry, says - 4 , (although using the Germanic
that the Hohnsteiners" ... style and tech- "Kasperle" without sticks and violence).
nique became the criterion for all Ger- I suppose that without her leading man
man Hand puppet players." For Sunhild. she just didift have the heart to carry on.
there was only one way to perform with given to Debbie and me are letters from She did paint- canvasses and lots of
a hand puppet- her way. the Arthur Peterson and Harry (Whanny) Eastereggs. Sheplayedhersqueezebox
Hohnsteiners way. Although narrow Whanslaw remarking on the wonderful for hospital patients every week. mak-
minded in this regard. this attitude shows that Sunhilddid. Shecreated both ing the staff helpwithsimple puppets.
served Sunhild, and later her husband hand and shadow puppet shows. The last time we saw her was in
Charles, well. She also mentioned to us Whanslaw was most interested "... 2000. She saw one of our Christmas
that she had cut minor scene pieces and I wonder if you'd mind giving nie a shows at a library iii Hawaii. Her only
puppets for Lotte Reiniger. This I can rough sketch to show how you fit your comment afterward was, "Oh 1 want to
believe. as the style of her shadow fig- roller scenes for the shadows'?" be that kangaroo!" She had strong opin-
ures. most with sonic sort of cat-~tilever They performed at many Guild ex- ions about puppet theatre. Many was the
action. would have blended seamlessly hibitions. Rumor has it thal Sunhild also time that we had to physically hold her
with Reiniger's figures. performed at Buckingham Palace. back from telling various performers

immediately following WWII, Learning that a Captain or Major Some- we'd taken her to see exactly what she
Sunhildarrived in England sponsored by body was doing a show there, she de- thought of their so-called "perfor-
the Quakers (with much help from a Mr. cided to show up and help out. As with mance." She was most concerned that
Jack Catchpool), wearing a Tyrolian the Hohnsteiners: she persisted, they performers should be paid for their ser-
costume made ofold army uniforms and succumbed. vices, and that the services they provided
embroidered to help cover the holes. ln In 1952. Sunhild and Charles shouldbegood. Wewillmiss heropin-
August of 1948, she married Charles headed for New Zealand and Australia ions, her careful guiding words, and her
Clayton Hampson, someone she had met aboard the SS Akaroa. There, they per- sound critiques of ourshows.
hiking in the forests of Austria before formed many shows at schools and de- by Peter Allen
the war. She taught him everything she partment stores. During this time, they

i/le cllf/hor woldd /ove to hear (tin' smriesknew . In November of that year , she toured in a Kni :ill car.ivan that Sunhild \'011 might hare al){mt Stitihild. Reach him
joined the British Puppet and Model had decorated with her folk paintings . at 32529 State Highway K Jamesport,
Theatre Guild. Among "things puppet" MO, USA, 64648



What's new at
thecenter for puppetry arts

I .'r

The New Directions Series offers myriad works to enthrall the
imagination and engage the mind. Join us August 22-24 for
Between Two Worlds, winner of the UNIMA-USA Citation of
Excellence. Adapted from The Dybbuk, this haunting piece by
Tears of Joy Theatre and Mark Levenson beautifully resonates

Photo by Newewith the mystery and passion of a timeless love story.
Stickney

f

' ' ' to With classic tales like The Ve/veteen Rabbit and
rt innovative productions like Weather Rocks/, the
-= Family Series provides a wide array of puppetry
8 experiences. Take a leap back in time and trace the
04 pre-historic steps of Triceratops, Ankylosaurus, and
08 other colossal creatures, as Jon Ludwig directs

0- Dmosdurs, April 10 - June 22,2003.

More than 50 puppets from Mali, Egypt, India, Japan,

Russia, Indonesia and others unite in the special exhibit,

PUPPETRY IN FOCUS: Treasures from our Global Collection,

on display through January 4,2004. Drawing from recent b %1//1-7.. 2.1.C.'*M

acquisitions and never-before-seen pieces in the Center's

permanent collection, this exclusive showing -
.

spotlights the many vital cultural roles puppetry fulfills in S
communities around the world.fi]*fy *

1404 Spring Street NW • Atlanta, GA 30309-2820
Administrative Office/ 404-873-3089
Ticket Sales Office/ 404-873-3391
www.puppet.org + :t
puppet@mindspring.com
Vincent Anthony, Executive Director
Headquarters of UNIMA-USA I.#
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BRIAN SELZNICK in his production,
The Dinosaurs of Waterhouse Hawkins

See article on page 18


